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MASTERPIECE COLLECTION 

HANDMADE TABLES 
FOR ENDLESS DINING
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MASTERPIECE COLLECTION by DANSK HOME 

MASTER•PIECE
A WORK OF 
OUTSTANDING 
ARTISTRY
Meet the new dining tables from the Masterpiece Collection. We 

combined the most user-friendly table leg with six different 

table tops, of which each model is available in two sizes. 
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VIEW OUR MINI MASTERS

You can view this sample set in-store from 
the Masterpiece Collection. The set consists 
of: Minimasters (all table tops to scale) to 
show the different style tops available in 
the Masterpiece range.

TABLE LEGS
All tables in the Masterpiece Collection have the same metal spider leg, adapted 

to the dimension and size of the table top. The design of the most user-friendly 

table base is extra special in this collection: it is tapered. This construction, which 

is difficult to make, gives the leg a slim effect. You can place a maximum amount 

of chairs around it, because a spider leg never gets in the way.  

TABLE TOPS
The table tops from the Masterpiece 

Collection have a solid appearance 

due to the 8 cm thickness. They 

are made of solid wood covered 

with recycled teakwood. Great to 

combine with furniture from our 

other collections such as Cosmo, 

Metropole and Odeon. 

MASTERPIECE 
Collection by DANSK 

Home

MINI
MASTERS 
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MASTERPIECE COLLECTION by DANSK HOME 

dining table Newton rectangular 

77x220x100 cm

77x260x100 cm

dining table Einstein rectangular 

77x220x100 cm

77x260x100 cm

dining table Lincoln rectangular 

77x220x100 cm

77x260x100 cm

MEET OUR 
RECTANGULAR 
MASTERS

DINING TABLE LINCOLN
We create a bold and robust design with 

solid timber. Its severity is lightened by the 

inlaid teak table top with neatly mitered 

corners. 

DINING TABLE NEWTON
Solid beams are reused to construct dining table 

Newton. The worn wood is full of cracks and fractures 

and the short edges of table tops are left with a course 

finish. It sets of the beauty of the old wood. 

DINING TABLE EINSTEIN
The chevron pattern placed towards the centre 

creates a graphic pattern on the table top of 

Einstein. The pattern is finished with a framework. 

Also available: dining table Einstein round.

. 

same table 
top as 
dining table  
Monastery, 
Classic 
Collection

same table 
top as 
dining table  
Beam, 
Timeless 
Collection

8 cm 
table top

8 cm 
table top

8 cm 
table top
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MASTERPIECE  COLLECTION by DANSK HOME 

ITS HISTORY HAS LEFT 
THE WOOD WITH STAINS, 
CRACKS AND FLAWS: A 
PERFECT IMPERFECTION
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MASTERPIECE COLLECTION by DANSK HOME

SMOOTH CURVES 
WILL SEAT 
SEVERAL PEOPLE 
COMFORTABLY

DINING TABLE 
DARWIN OVAL 

An oval table gives you the 

opportunity to break through the 

straight lines that dominates almost 

every interior. The soft shapes give 

your interior a friendly character. 

The beautiful recycled teakwood 

has been laid in a straight pattern. 

Dining table Darwin is also available 

as a round table. 

dining table Darwin oval 

77x220x105 cm 

77x260x110 cm

8 cm 
table top
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MASTERPIECE  COLLECTION by DANSK HOME

dining table Darwin round 

             77xØ130 cm

             77xØ150 cm

dining table Einstein round 

77xØ130 cm

 77xØ150 cm

DINING TABLE 
DARWIN ROUND

Darwin round enables all diners  

to make eye contact, creating intimacy 

for a comfortable conversation that 

everyone can share.  

DINING TABLE  
EINSTEIN ROUND

The chevron pattern placed towards the 

centre creates a graphic pattern on the table 

top of Einstein. The pattern is finished with 

a framework. Also available: dining table 

Einstein rectangular.

A ROUND TABLE 
TRANSFORMS THE 
ROOM, MAKING IT 
LOOK CALM AND 
SPACIOUS

8 cm 
table top

8 cm 
table top




